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On a Biquaternionic Bag Model
V. V. Kravchenko

Abstract. There is considered a biquaternionic reformulation of a linear bag model describing
the phenomenon of quarks confinement. The problem reduces to a boundary singular integral
equation associated with the biquaternionic hyperholomorphic function theory which allows to
study the invertibility and Fredholmness of the bag model.
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1. Introduction
One of the mathematical possibilities to describe the phenomenon of quarks confinement
is to complement the classical Dirac equation with some additional conditions given on
the boundary of a domain occupied by a hadron. Considering the most simple linear
bag model (see, e.g., [21: Section 2.1]) as an illustration we show its equivalence to a
boundary-value problem for the biquaternionic differential operator studied in [9, 11 131. It was shown there that this biquaternionic operator can be regarded as a spatial
analogy of the Cauchy-Riemann operator and that the corresponding analogies of the
Borel-Pompey formula, the Cauchy integral formula, the Plemelj-Sokhotzkij formulas,
the Cauchy integral theorem, the Morera theorem, and some others are obtained. The
mentioned equivalence being expressed in terms of a definite bijective mapping of the
Dirac bispinors onto a class of biquaternionic functions enables us to apply this generalization of complex analysis to the investigation of quark models of the hadron structure.
In this paper we restrict ourselves to some examples of such applications.

2. Linear bag model
Being free particles (in the domain occupied by a hadron) with spin I quarks, i.e., the
corresponding spinor fields 4P : JR4 -+ C 4 satisfy the Dirac equation

(-to ôt_kOk+im)=0
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Usually, time-harmonic spinor fields are considered, that is,
I(t, x) = q(x)et
: C 4 . Then from (1) we obtain for

where w E JR and q = (qo,ql,q2,q3)T :
equation
Dw,mq:= (

70

7kak + im) q

=0

q

the
(2)

-

which generally speaking must be satisfied in some domain fl C JR3 . We assume q E
C I (Q) fl C(l) and the boundary OZ to be a closed Liapunov surface in JR3 which can
be closed by an infinite point.
The confinement of quarks to the domain 1 is described by the boundary condition
=

ig(x)

(x

E

(3)

where iik are the components of the unit outward normal to the boundary 3l. The
boundary condition (3) imposes . a ban on the particle flow through the surface of the
confining region.
The equations (2) and (3) form the so-called linear bag model (see 121: Section 2.1]).
Some particular solutions of problem (2), (3) have been obtained for the case to be
a ball (see, e.g., [21], [4: p. 386]) as well as for the case when f2 is a domain contained
between two parallel hyperplanes (see [17: p. 58]).
In order to obtain a biquaternionic formulation of the model (2), (3) first of all one
should construct a biquaternionic analog of the Dirac equation, that is -'in correspondence with an old problem posed by Sommerfeld - to rewrite the Dirac equation (1) in
a form, where the rank of the algebra of involved matrices coincides with the number of
components of the wave function. A review of results in this direction one can find in [1:
Chapter 41. In [2] an approach which is near to the methods of the present paper was
used, and it was shown that in this case the symmetrical analysis of the Dirac equation
becomes simpler.
We construct a biquaternionic analog of the Dirac equation in Section 4.
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3. Some necessary biquaternionic definitions and results
Let us denote by 111(C) the algebra of complex quaternions (biquaternions), i.e.
1H(C)= {a

akzk: ak

e C (k =O123)}

where zk are the standard basic quaternions. By definition for the imaginary unit i from
C the relations iik = 2 k 2 are true. We let
ti

= Veca =

az

and identify purely imaginary biquaternions (i.e. such a = (ao, a 1 , a2 , a 3 ) E .111(C) that
Sca := ao = 0) with vectors from C3 . We will be in need of the different conjugations
a = Sca - Veca
and
:= C(a) = Rea - jIma =

(Reak - ilmak)zk.

The algebra 111(C) contains the subset S of zero divisors. Remark that
S={aEff1(C)a0 and a6=01.

On 111(C)-valued functions

1(x) =

(x e ci
0
fk ( x ) i k

c 3 ,fk EC 1 (Q))

the operator
D0 = D + M O

with D =

j Zkak

and Mf = fa (a E 111(C))

is defined where D is the so-called Molsil- Theodoresco operator. In what follows it is
sufficient to suppose that the domain ci is obtained from ci by the reflection x 3
-X3.
Then, the restrictions on ci coincide with the above restrictions on ci.
A function f E Ker D0 (ci) is called a-hyperholomorphic in ci. The equation
Daf 0

(4)

can be rewritten in the equivalent vector form
aofo - divf— (f,) = 0

(5)
gradfo + rotf+ [Tx 51 + fo& + aof= 0 -
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where the brackets (.,.) and [., .] denote the scalar and vector product, respectively.
When a = 0, (5) is the well-known Moisil-Theodoresco system studied by many
authors (see, e.g., [3: p.220], [5: p. 323] and [201). The case a 0 E JR and = 0 was
considered in [6: Section 4.21. When a 0 = 0 and a1, a2, a3 E JR the system (5) defines
generalized holomorphic vectors studied in [7, 9, 16, 18, 191.
The general case a E N(C) was studied in [11 - 13]. It was shown that equation (4)
can be regarded as a spatial analog of the 'Cauchy-Riemann equations, and the analogs
of the Borel-Pompey formula, the Cauchy integral formula, the Plemelj-Sokhotzkij formulas, the Cauchy integral theorem, the Morera theorem, and some others are obtained.
Here we only fomulate some results (Theorem 1 and Theorem 2) from [11 - 131 which
are necessary for what follows.
Let
_-_j_1 e''

(I'

E C).

Then the functions

AC±(x) = -(Dt9)(x) = t9(x) (± +

j-j + iv Xxl)

where x =E3=1 X k i k are fundamental solutions to the operators D±,. Let us introduce
the integral operators
(Tf)(x)

fo

(x E JR3 )

k,, (x - y)f(y)d1l

(6)

and
(Kf)(x) = _j(x - y)(y)f(y)dry

(x E JR3 \)

(7)

which are the analogs of the complex T-operator and Cauchy type operator corresponding to D (v E C). Here IF = aci and il = is the unit outward normal to r.
Using (6), for an arbitrary element a E BI(C) the corresponding operator T. is defined
by
.for aSwithd20
flTe+HTc
= T 0 + M-[T00 ] for a V S with 2 =0
T

'flT20 +HT0
T0 +Ma W0

for aES with aoO
for a E 'S with ao=0.

where
fl ± =

(7 E C),

72 = 2

= ao +,Y)

( a0 - 7

and
(Wf)(x) = j(x - y)f(y)dci

( E C,x E JR3).
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(see [11] and [131). Analogously, using (7); for an arbitrary element a E 111(C) the
corresponding operator K0 is defined by the formula
for aS with 2O
— [K00 ] for cS with c2=O

flK+flK(
K = K00 +M

0

for
S with oO
for aES with ao=O

llK200+11K0
K0 —M°V0.

.

S

where
(Vf)(x) = j(x - y)n(y)f(y)&'.
Remark that 11± are mutually complementary projection operators.
Let us introduce the operators
P0 =(I+S0 )

and

Q0=I—P0

where I is the identity operator and
(x

(Sf)(x) = 2(K0 f)(x)

E ).

Here the integrals exist in the sense of Cauchy principal values. Now we have the
following

Theorem 1: The following statements are true:
1. (The Borel-Pompey formula) Let f E C'()
(K0 f)(x) + (T0 D0 I)(x)
for all

-

fl C(l).

Then

= 1(x)

xEcz.

-

(The Cauchy integral formula) Let f E C'(fZ) fl C(1) fl KerD 0 (cz) Then
K0 f = f in Q.
3. (The Plemelj-Sokhotzkij formulas) Let I ,E C oe (I) (0 < e < 1). Then
2.

= (P0 f)(y)

and

= (—QOf)(Y)
Ern

-E n

for any y

E

r.

4. (Involutiveness of the operator of singular integration) Let I E C o

t(r)

(0

<

e<1). Then Sf=f.
5. Let f E C I (Q) fl C(fl). Then D O TO I =1 in Q.
6. (Cauchy integral theorem) Let I EC'(l) fl KerD0 (l). Then

f ni(y)f(y) d1' + f f(y)c dZ = 0.
7. (The Morera theorem) Let f 'E C'(cl) and DJ € L(Q) (p > 1). If for any
Liapunov manifold without boundary s = ôf 5 C
jnfds=_

ins

fcxdcls,

then f is a-hyperholomorphic in Q.

From the statements 2 and 3 of Theorem 1 there follows

S
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Theorem 2: A function f :
IH(C) satisfying the Holder condition is the
boundary value of a solution g of equation (4) in f if and only if Paf = f on
Moreover, if P0,f = f on
is sati3fie4, then g = Kaf is the.above mentioned solution
of equation (4).

r

4. Biquaternionic analog of the Dirac equation (1)
Let us introduce a mapping . A which transforms a function :
function F = A[]: G C JR4 - 111(C) by the rule
F= (Re tio+iIm

2 )io+ (Im

C JR" - C 4 to a

i _ i Re 3)ii

(ite i + iIm 3 ) 12 - (Imo - iRe 2 ) i3
where

=cI(t, XI, x2 ,—x 3 ). Then
A(F)= (Re i'o—iReP3 , —ReF2+iRePI,

Im+ i

IM PO, _IM

E

_ Im 2 ) T . .

The following lemma gives some arithmetical properties of the mapping A.
Lemma 1 (see [101): Let 1 : G C JR4 - C4 be some function. Then the following

statements are true:

1. A(70 ) = (A())*
2. A(7o-y 1

) = ii i A(), A(-yo-y2 ) = 11 2 A(1) nd A(7 0 7) = —ii3A()

3. A(i) = —A()1 3 and A(7) iA()6 where

= - V0717273.

Let us consider the biquaternionic equation

NF::=(iOj +D_iniCM' 3 )F=O.

(8)

Remember that C is the conjugation operator defined by C(a) = Re - jIm a,. D =
L1 Zkôk is the Moisil-Theodoresco operator and the operator M' 3 is defined by
M' 3 f = fi3.
Theorem 3 (see [10]): Between the solutions of the Dirac equation (1) and the
solutions of the biquaternionic equation (8) there exists a one-to-one correspondence
given by the bijection A, namely, if is a solutionof equation (1), then 'F = A[] E
KerN and, vice versa, if F is a solution of equation (8), then 1' = A'[F] is a solution
of equation (1).
Referring for the proof of the theorem to [10] we rèmaik that it can be done by a
straightforward calculation. .
..
.
.
..
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The operator N defined by (8) is not convenient for further investigations because
of the presence of the conjugation operator C. In [10] the most radical method, for
deliverance from it was used considering only the massless spinor fields corresponding
to the neitrino. Here, having in mind the massive quarks, we cannot permit ourselves
such a simple way. Thus, the most urgent problem isto remove the conjugation operator
C differently.
The first step is based on the well-known matrix equality (see, e.g., [14: p. 88] and
[15: p. 398])
(I C\(,A
B '\(I
i -c)cBc CAC)tC -c)

2

(A+BC
0

0
A-BC

where A and B are some linear operators and C is a linear operator with C 2 = I. Let
us take
and
B=-miM'3.
A=a+D
MiCM6
Then denoting N' = iat + D +
we have
(N 0\1(I C(i5t +D-miM(I I )
0 N') I -C) miM' -ia+D)
-C
That is, if F E KerN and C E KerN', then the functions f = (F + C) and g =
- G) satisfy the system
(iô, + D)f - migi 3 = 0
(-iOi + D)g + mifi 3 =0.

(9)

Remark that F=f+g andG=f - g.
For the second step we introduce the notation
P±

(k = 1,2,3).

Any pair of operators P and P with a fixed k is a pair of mutually complementary
projectors on the set of .111(C)-valued functions. Let us apply the operators P and Pito the first and second equality of system (9), respectively. Then, taking into account
the commutation property PM' = M'P ' we obtain the system
(z c9+ D)Pf - mM' 3 Pg = 0
(a - D)Pg - miM' s Pf = 0.

(10)

Let us add and subtract both equalities of this system. Then for the functions
and
we have two separate equations:

P"f - Pg
S

=0
Pj4- (-io + D)ib + P(iôg + D),b + m0 2 = 0.
P,+ (ia + D)ça + P(-a + D)ço -rncpi 2

(11)
(12)
0
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Remark that I = Pp + Pb and g = —P - Let us remark further that the
equations (11) and (12) are not independent. Indeed, if ço is any solution of equation
(11), then the function 0 := pi2' 3 = ( P --P;-)w is a solution of equation (12) and vice
versa:
The last step consists in returning from the function W satisfying equation (11) to the
function F satisfying equation (8), because (11) is the required biquaternionic equation
which is equivalent to equation (8) and does not contain the conjugation operator C.
Thus
F f + g = Pç + P(çazz 3 ) - C(P06) + P)
= (Pj(I - C)+ P(P - P; )( 1 + C$0We took advantage of the obvious commutative equalities PC = C Pk . Conversely,
= (PP - CPP)F = (P1 P - P1PC)F.

Let us denote
= P1+ P3+ - PPC

and

u 1

= Pj(I - C)+ P(P3 - P)(I + C).

Then
N=u1Ru

(13)

where
R P( i ô + D) + P(—i5t + D) - mM'2

is the operator of equation (11). Of course, equality (13) can-be verified also by a
straightforward calculation.

5. Biquaternionic linear bag model
Now let us establish the corresponding biquaternionic analog to equation (2). We should
find out what happens with the function = uA[] when the original function 41 is
time-harmonic. It was shown in [10] that if f = q(x)eIwt (w E R), then
A[] = PA[q(x)]e'" + P 3 A[q(x)]e—"'t

= e t PA[q(x)] + e_tPA[q(x)].
Applying the transform u to this equality we get
uA[] = ePPA[q(x)] - C (e1'tPP;A[q(x)]) = e"tuA[q(x)].

We obtain that the time-harmonic function i is transformed into the time-harmonic
function W = e t p(x) . Moreover,
R (e'p(x)) = --(P - P) (eitp(x)) + D (eiwt p(x)) - rnM R 2 (eiwtp(x)).
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Therefore for the amplitude p from (11) we have the equation
Dp - iwpii - mpi2 = 0,

(14)

that is, the 111(C)-valued function .p satisfies equation (4) with the parameter a =
—(ici 1 + mi2). Thus equation (4) with the above parameter a is equivalent to equation
(2). If q is a solution of equation (2), then p = uA[q] satisfies equation (4) and vice
versa, if p E KerD0 with a = —(u'i i + mi 2 ), then q = A'u'[p] is a solution of
equation (2).
Consequently, we are able to write down Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 for solutions of
equation (2).
Let us denote

f A'u'(flK

+ HK()uA if w ni2

Km A'uKauA = A'u'(Ko - MVo)uA

if w 2 = m2

(it is clear that the inclusion a E S is equivalent to the equality w 2 = m 2 ) and, for
x E r,
and

(S,,mq)(x) = 2(1K ,m q)(x)

1Pj ,m

(I+S,m)

(the integrals here exist in the sense of Cauchy principal values). Then, for example, an
analog of the Cauchy integral formula for time-harmonic massive spinor fields has the
following form.

Theorem 4. Let q E C'(I) fl C(f) fl KerD,,,m(). Then q(x) = (IK,j,mq)(x) for
E ft
Proof. From the hypothesis of the theorem it follows that

all x

p uA[q] E C'(1)

fl

C()

fl KerD(1l)

with a = — ( iwi1 + m1 2 ). Then p = Kp in ft That is, uA(q) = K0 uA[q]. Thus
q = A'u'K0 uA[q] U

With a reasoning along similar lines we are able to obtain the analogs of all points
of Theorem 1. Here we restrict ourselves to the analog of Theorem 2.

Theorem 5. Let be given a function p : I' = afl - C 4 satisfying the Holder
condition. In order for p to be a boundary value of a solution q of equation (2) in it is
necessary and sufficient that p = on r. Moreover, if this condition is satisfijed,
then q = K,mp is the above mentioned solution of equation (2).
The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 4 with the use of Theorem 2.
Now let us obtain the biquaternionic analog of the boundary condition (3).. First of
all we have to apply the mapping A to both sides of (3). Let us multiply (3) from the
left by o• Then the equality
A [(o7kk)

=
(
L'

i7o)]

12
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is equivalent to
(A [o7knk])

= ( A[zyoq]).

From the right part we have A[ioq] = —(A[q])z 3 (see Lemma 1). From the left part,
changing the normal to by that to IF and using Lemma 1, we obtain
(A [-o7knk])

= (iL4[qJ).

r
Thus, equality (3) turns into znA[q] + CA[q]i 3 = 0 on aQ or into the equivalent form
niM'C)A[q] = 0

on r.

(15)

Let us denote
(I+C(P —P)) = (IiM3C).
2
Then (15) can be rewritten as
QA(q] = 0 on F.
(16)
It is easy to verify that the operators Q+ and Q are mutually complementary projectors

on a set of 111(C)-valued functions which is invariant with respect to them. Then the
operators S = uQ±u_I are also mutually complementary projectors.
It remains to obtain the explicit form of the operators S. From (13) it follows that
rriiCM' = umMt2u. That is, u(iM' 3 C)u 1 = M $2 . Then
= (In_u(iM l3C)u_ 1 ) = ( InM12)

and, for p = uA[q], the equality (16) turns into the boundary condition
s-= • o

r.

(17)

Thus the boundary value problem (14), (17) is equivalent to the bag model (2), (3), and
the equivalence is determined by the bijection uA.
It is clear that condition (17) can be rewritten in the form p on F. Thus
from Theorem 2 a simple criterionof solvability for the boundary-value problem (14),
(17) follows.
Theorem 6. The problem (14),(17) for a given function p E C oc (r) (0 < e <
1),' p r - 111(C) is solvable if and only if,
P = Pap 5'P On F.
In this way the bag model (2), (3) is reduced to the boundary equation (18).

(18)

Conclusions. The biquaternionic analysis allows to develope enough methods for
the treatment of boundary-value problems relative to the operator Da (a e 111(C)).
Some of the most simple problems were studied in (8, 9, 18, 19]. The above considerations show that all results in this direction are applicable to the analysis of 'quark
models. Moreover, it is imperative to build up a systematic solvability and Fredhoim
theory in connection with analogs of Hilbert and Riemann problems for the operator
Da.
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